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It was 2009, and the earlier stages of Web 2.0 when Satoshi Nakamoto
introduced us to decentralised finance. Back then, the vision of Satoshi Nakamoto
was elementary yet compelling. A truly decentralised currency, limited in total
supply that would spontaneously gather value over time.Whilst many denied any
potential it might have had, we did not.

Web 3.0 potential

Ethereum co-founder, creator of Polkadot and Kusama, Gavin Wood coined the
term “Web 3.0” iterating the next phase of how we will trade and function on the
online and real world alike. Cryptocurrency becomes more ingrained in our day to
day activities. From the ability to purchase products with cryptocurrency and have
Proof-of-Activity (PoA) represented by the blockchain, ownership of NFTs, to the
virtual VR world including the Metaverse and decentralised autonomous
organisation (DAO) for governance which is a must within any decentralised
project involving a community.



What is VOUGE?

The nature of Vogue represents nostalgia of the Web 2.0 era in our lives. But
for the future, Vogue is part of the financial advancements involving Web 3.0
decentralised technology. Vogue aims to be as decentralised as possible while
being efficient as possible. Vogue does this by being the spontaneous
experimentation of several factors; maximised $ETHEREUM reflections, community
governance (DAO), staking to multiply $ETHEREUM rewards, automated and
manual burns (via 50% of the treasury reflections), as well as running a custom
designed anti-front running bot to protect fair trade.

Democratised & decentralised financial
$ETH rewards

Our principle of anonymity not only represents to us what Satoshi Nakamoto
envisioned, but unlike most newer projects, we are not seeking the social following
of our investors. Rather, we want to build a truly decentralised financial system
where Vogue holders receive Ethereum passively, and take efficiency further by
staking Vogue. In addition, Vogue allows investors to make decisions via
governance. The Vogue developer identity is not important, instead, what the
community decides bears weight and the priority is emphasised in Ethereum
based passive income.We often hear the term community driven token, yet we
have seen countless amounts of times that failure in incorporating the community
into the decision making process.

Based on the ERC-20 blockchain, the six-primary coding features include; total
supply, balance of, allowance, transfer, approve and transfer from. However, the
raison d'être of Vogue placing value of maximum efficiency on these six principles
embedded within ERC-20 is because we believe this is a fundamental step to be a
competitive yet capable project when it comes to the inevitable rise of Web 3.0.
Our objective is to maximise returns, not in our native token $VOGUE, but in
$ETHEREUM as the extra energy used is prodigal and costly for investors. In
addition, that allows us to couple in our staking mechanism which has a direct
implication increasing the yield return of $ETHEREUM gradually.

We highly value the obligation for a peer-based governance system for Vogue. This
means investors of Vogue will be participating in future proposals, granting power
back to the investor as it should be and not for developers to mishandle funding
on improper practices as these are often catalysts that have brought down many
unrealised projects before. It is clear, developers need to be restricted with their
influence as infinite sources of power lead to project deterioration.



We came together at the Bitcoin Miami conference of 2022. Our
backgrounds all have connotation, having worked for reputable cryptocurrency
firms, involved within NFT projects and other appearances at cryptocurrency
events. Lest, we are well-known figures within the cryptocurrency space. We
changed our own lives thanks to cryptocurrency many years ago, and the lives of
family and friends. After Miami 2022, it was a spontaneous decision that we need
to experiment with a new form of Web 3.0 finance. We felt that many new projects
lost touch of what cryptocurrency should be, with developers often self-sabotaging
their own project out of greed.We want Vogue to return to what we believe
cryptocurrency should be; maximum efficiency in the form of secure anonymity to
hedge against government-derived inflation where developers are not prerogative
to the project itself and the community voice is heard.

Prior to the event, we spent months deliberating a potential project of our own
involving Web 3.0 technological advancements. At the conference, we discovered
how significantly we see eye-to-eye regarding true decentralisation. As early
Bitcoin believers and investors, decentralised financial passive income and
anonymity were exceedingly attractive characteristics of our early experiences
involving the blockchain. Back then, it proved to us how compelling yet limited
blockchain technology on Web 2.0 was.

A need for change was collectively agreed on during our time in Miami. There are
simply too many projects that have led investors astray from the main purpose of
cryptocurrency and benefited a small minority instead of everyone as a true
decentralised project should. We see Vogue as not only a hedge against inflation
with the gradual objective of wealth building, but part of Web 3.0 future finances. A
highly efficient and sophisticated cryptocurrency on ERC-20 focused on Ethereum
returns. Cutting out the ‘middleman’ as much as necessary.

Within this whitepaper, we have condensed our own ideas from Miami 2022 and
beyond.We hope after you take the time to read and explore our ideas, you
understand our vision more clearly. Please note that ideas within this whitepaper
are naturally subject to change as often the community growth and opinion are
dynamics needed to be considered.



Web 3.0’s primary characteristic ensures the blockchain becomes a
building-ground for innovation to sprout and bloom. One of the multiple pillars of
Web 3.0 includes Bottom-up design; instead of code being written and controlled
by a small group of experts, it is developed in view of everyone, encouraging
maximum participation and experimentation. This is achieved through
decentralised autonomous organisation otherwise known as DAO.

Conclusively, Vogue investors will decide on the specifics of our DAO system.
Unlike the traditional means of DAO governance being limited to how much you
have invested, all of our investors should have a level of contribution to ensure
their voice is heard. This is achieved through three methods:

* = Subject to change

• Token-based quorum voting for all holders

◦ A generalised open voting platform for all investors. Requirements are holding a
set amount of $VOGUE to be granted access to governance proposals.

• Agency holder vote/staked $VOGUE Agency

◦ *Higher level holders % $VOGUE are granted the ability for a secondary vote due
to their loyalty and commitment.

• NFT-based governance attribute voting

◦ *Wild card-like NFT grants owners specific abilities for governance. (Within voting
or outside activities). The ‘VIP’ NFT can allow for their own proposal to be
considered. It can also grant specific privileges with the development team.

100 / 3 = 33.3% (each pillar) 100 - 33.3 = 66.7% = proposal passes.

(NFT variable not incl.)



Stake VOGUE. Earn Ethereum.

A critical addition to our ecosystem and the tool used in order to maximise
Ethereum returns is our staking feature coming to our website. Thanks to Proof of
Stake utility, the potential for maximising an investors yield gain has always existed
outside of Ethereum, with projects traditionally rewarding in their own native token.

VOGUE knew that could be significantly improved, for instance; users could stake
their VOGUE to become a validator in the network. Validators are responsible for
the same thing as Ethereum miners in proof-of-work: ordering transactions and
creating new blocks so that all nodes can agree on the state of the network.

Price movement
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Compounding Ethereum rewards with VOGUE

Vogue staking is designed to be as efficient as possible in rewarding our
investors. Vogue staking is planned to launch on our website allowing for a
universal array of wallets that have browser extension support to run efficiently
alongside our staking protocol.

When compared to the traditional model of staking, we generally experience
longer, unnecessary drawn out ‘steps’ involved in converting to ETH as most
people do. Our tokenomics and reflection rewards are in Ethereum, we also cut the
process down as much as possible where the ‘staker’ receives ETH directly to avoid
development taxes and Ethereum GWEI fees. In turn, this creates an Ethereum
compounding effect increasing the overall yield of Ethereum.
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A recurring dilemma often observed with many projects, particularly
apparent in lower tier market cap projects, is the use of front runner bots. The
common tendency for these bots is to manipulate price by ‘dumping’ and
reacquiring tokens on genuine investors. So, as a frequent user of decentralised
exchanges (DEXs) that runs on the automated market maker (AMM) model, then
you may have noticed that if you place a large order on a low liquidity pool (and
even some high liquidity ones) you will often receive less than you expected once
your trade is finalised.

To make things worse, it is predicted on Ethereum 2.0 that front run bots will still be
alive and well. Eventually, the Ethereum network merge and proof-of-work will be
phased out, the ‘beacon chain’ introduces staking and validators in a proof-of-stake
consensus mechanism. Validators, or block proposers, are given their positions
ahead of time to process transactions in an epoch. In short, front runners are
expected to be more delayed in their actions and perhaps less accurate.

In addition, these are just several ways investors have tried to counter botting
activity:

Avoid Low Liquidity Pools
Set Low Slippage
Overpay on Gas
Place a Smaller Order

Typical front-run bot example



To combat front running bots altogether, we are utilising our own expertise
but also, the additional knowledge and assistance of ERC-20 blockchain
developers. Vogue will use a built from the ground up system specifically crafted to
prevent front running bots. At the same time, protecting innocent investors who
are not botting themselves.

As a result, Vogue investors can expect increased confidence in transactions being
placed, lower slippage, predictable price action and a more fair trading system.

Whilst no anti-bot is ever perfect and cryptocurrency bots continue to improve and
alter for more Web 3.0 centric activities, Vogue will have a solid basis that can be
continuously developed and tweaked over time based on our own security needs
and the desires of the community.



Buying $VOGUE a 7% tax is utilised for;

Holder $ETH reflections 2%

Automatic $VOGUE burn (dead wallet) 2%

Development reserve 1%

Treasury 2%

Modern tokenomics have been a significant step forward in sophistication.
‘Burns’ and ‘reflections’ have been somewhat revolutionary when scaling in long-
set periods of development. But in most cases, reflections lack compounding
abilities, giving the impression of being a mere ‘gimmick’.

To step into the world of Web 3.0 technology, we believe Vogue will revolutionise
how we see tokenomics altogether. Vogue rewards investors in Ethereum, instead
of our native token. Many times, tokenomics of projects reward the native token as
a lure to the investors. Our tokenomic dynamics can be summarised as follows:

Reflects $ETH to eligible holders
based on governance. 50% is also
used for manual burns (buybacks
to burn supply).

Utilised for project development
and growth such as marketing and
listings.

Auto-burn - automatically sent to
the dead wallet to burn supply.

Holders receive reflections in
Ethereum.

7% Buy taxation
divided into 4
categories

Buyer receives 93%
of Vogue purchased.



Selling $VOGUE a 10% tax is applied;

Holder $ETH reflection 4%

Automatic $VOGUE burn (dead wallet) 4%

Development reserve 1%

Treasury 1%

*The differentiation between our purchase and sell tax was carefully thought
through to not harm investors and hinder their ability to buy and sell. At the same
time, reward investors who are long-term holders and fund the growth of Vogue.

Reflects $ETH to eligible holders
based on governance. 50% is also
used for manual burns (buybacks
to burn supply).

Utilised for project development
and growth such as marketing and
listings.

Auto-burn - automatically sent to
the dead wallet to burn supply.

Holders receive reflections in
Ethereum.

10% Sell taxation
divided into 4
categories

Seller receives 90%



Automatic and manual burns to increase the
value of VOGUE

The treasury system is employed alongside our DAO governance system to
work collectively with community proposals and our additional goal of burning the
total supply as part of our future vision.

The treasury accumulates $ETH in accordance with the Vogue buy and selling tax,
with 50% of the total collected being a reserve used for continued accumulation
during periods of market instability, and the other 50% being used periodically to
buy back $VOGUE tokens and sending them to the burn (dead) wallet.

As our community grows, the rate of returns in the treasury simultaneously grows
and more $VOGUE is bought and burned respectively. We believe the treasury
system will be fundamental in our goal to burn down our total supply and create a
shortage of Vogue over time which will create scarcity and increase overall value.

Burn rate 6% x Reflection accumulation based on volume
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2022 Q3

Whitepaper release

Website MVP launch

VOGUE Uniswap fair launch

Continued growth of our community across social media
networks

2022 Q4

Launch of our custom built anti-front runner bot system

Marketing campaign

5,000 holder target

First lower tier exchange listings for VOGUE

2023 Q1

Further listings for VOGUE

10,000 holder target

VOGUE staking launch

Partnerships and partnerships with other project platforms

Treasury burn addition launch

Whitepaper revisions

2023 (TBA)

DAO Governance launch

Launch of merchandise line

DAO NFT launch

Higher tier exchange listings

Team expansion

Vogue Web3 Plugin/BROWSER (Details to be announced)

*Exploration of wallet app development

Please note: Cryptocurrency is a novel yet highly volatile market. Projects require time and most importantly funding to have a
successful development. Events such as a ‘black swan’ market event can delay, or even in some cases, redefine the
development timeline and schedule altogether as raising development funds can become severely hindered.

Although as developers we will do our utmost to abide to our development schedule, as a VOGUE, (or any cryptocurrency)
project investor, you should be well aware of the possibility arising that may alter or delay projects within VOGUE.



Lead operations

Lead Ethereum
developer

Lead operations

Lead community

Introducing the brains behind VOGUE. Our philosophy is simple, if you have
discovered us, now explore the future with us. We’re a small yet diverse team with
experience within and outside the world of cryptocurrency.



Ventura has extensive experience in negotiations and promotional work.
Outside of cryptocurrency, she has built a portfolio of many successful
business partnerships - including marketing projects.

Wrld (World), worked in the field of business finance and marketing and
has lead various projects outside of cryptocurrency. He has also worked
within Web 3.0 projects developing more sophisticated teams of data
exchange that has generated higher profits and returns for companies.

Aniki has a success track record of managing the social presence of well
established startups within the United States. He has also been a
community representative in more larger market-cap projects.

Our lead blockchain developer Daemon has spent years working in the
field of Web 3.0 and Full-stack blockchain development. Daemon will
lead our staking and DAO development and outsourcing development
teams when necessary.



Our social hub is a great place for all investors holding or interested in Vogue
Token to join our official communities in order to obtain more knowledge about
Vogue from our developers directly, and also from those within our community.

*Please note: Be weary of scammers. As communities grow online, there are
people who try to take advantage of innocent investors. Vogue developers will
NEVER ask for your seed phrase or crypto to be sent to them. Anyone doing so is an
imposter and should be reported immediately.

https://twitter.com/voguetoken
https://www.instagram.com/voguetoken
https://medium.com/@voguetoken
https://discord.gg/XuRQn5Tt3Z


For investor peace of mind and overall safety, we recommend following the
purchasing guide of the Vogue official whitepaper. There are two primary ways of
purchasing Vogue token. Vogue will launch on UniSwap and will be gradually listed
on exchanges.

We advise investors of Vogue to create their own wallet on a reputable hot wallet
such as TrustWallet or MetaMask. Ensure your seed phrase is kept safe by being
physically written down and kept somewhere secure. We encourage storing in a
hot wallet as opposed to an exchange account as exchanges do not let investors
own their individual wallet seed phrases, placing them at risk if an exchange
experiences a widescale cyber attack.

Overtime, Vogue will be listed on exchanges. This is to encourage reach and
volume for our project. Exchanges are the most commonly used by new investors.
While they do not give you full control over your cryptocurrency seed phrases,
their ease of use and sometimes lower fees are popular with new investors. Please
do your own due diligence and research on what exchange you deicde to trade
Vogue on.

0x34dA1Caf5A4Fd2eC884F8cc1b239BA6978D6fCfD





Cryptocurrency is volatile.
Trading cryptocurrencies carries a high level of risk, and may not be
suitable for all investors.
Before deciding to trade cryptocurrency you should carefully consider
your investment objectives, level of experience, and risk appetite. The
possibility exists that you could sustain a loss of some or all of your initial
investment and therefore you should not invest money that you
cannot afford to lose.
You should be aware of all the risks associated with cryptocurrency
trading, and seek advice from an independent financial advisor. ICO's,
IEO's, STO's and any other form of offering will not guarantee a return on
your investment.
VOGUE will not accept liability for any loss or damage, including without
limitation to, any loss of profit, which may arise directly or indirectly from
use of or reliance on such information.
VOGUE makes no representation or warranties as to the accuracy and or
timelines of the information contained herein. A qualified professional
should be consulted before making any financial decisions.


